Be Certified in

Business Continuity Management in Supply Chain

SIMM and BCP Asia have jointly awarded the certification

Learn the ‘know-how’s to manage more complex, risk of disruption due to failure anywhere along the supply chain grows.

Program Highlights:
- Be ready for Biz continuity
- Managing Supply Chain Resilient
- Plan and execute BCM Strategy
- Implementation and operation
- Employers require this knowledge
- Documentation providing auditable evidence
- Performance assessment

For whom?
- Ex-SIMM students
- SIMM current students
- SIMM Alumni

Maximum Intake
- 30 students (First come first served)

Limited seats available, sign up by 10 August 2013 to avoid disappointment!

Date: 17 & 24 August 2013 (9am to 4pm, Saturday)
Administration Fee: $80.00 (inclusive of GST) 1st 30 applications only

please contact Ms Soh Wah, Anis or Yannie 6484 5737  info@simm.org.sg